Inspired by recent developments in localization microscopy that applied averaging of identical particles in 2D for increasing the resolution even further, we discuss considerations for alignment (registration) methods for particles in general and for 3D in particular. We detail that traditional techniques for particle registration from cryo electron microscopy based on cross-correlation are not suitable, as the underlying image formation process is fundamentally different. We argue that only localizations, i.e. a set of coordinates with associated uncertainties, are recorded and not a continuous intensity distribution. We present a method that owes to this fact and that is inspired by the field of statistical pattern recognition. In particular we suggest to use an adapted version of the Bhattacharyya distance as a merit function for registration. We evaluate the method in simulations and demonstrate it on 3D super-resolution data of Alexa 647 labelled to the Nup133 protein in the nuclear pore complex of Hela cells. From the simulations we find suggestions that for successful registration the localization uncertainty must be smaller than the distance between labeling sites on a particle. These suggestions are supported by theoretical considerations concerning the attainable resolution in localization microscopy and its scaling behavior as a function of labeling density and localization precision.
Introduction
Over the last decade a number of optical nanoscopy techniques have been proposed to bridge the resolution gap between electron (∼ 1 nm) and conventional light microscopy (>200 nm). The latter is fundamentally limited by diffraction to a length scale λ/2NA, where λ is the wavelength of the light and NA is the numerical aperture of the microscope, a measure for the fraction of light captured by the objective. Localization microscopy is one of these nanoscopic techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Here, the fluorescent labels are photo-chemically manipulated to switch on and off stochastically, such that at each instant in time only a sparse subset of all molecules is in the on-state in which they can fluoresce. By now there is a whole plethora of stochastic switching mechanisms and suitable fluorescent labels [7] to enable studying subcellular structure and processes. Recording many frames (10 3 - 10 5 ) of blinking emitting single molecules thus provides a sequence of images of different random subsets of nearly all fluorescent emitters. The active emitters appear as well separated spots that can be identified and processed to provide their positions. The localization precision is on the order of λ~-n /NA/ 5 50 ph nm with n ph the number of detected photons (typically a few hundred to a few thousand). Assembling the localization data obtained from all frames (after proper processing) into one visualization of the final super-resolution image reveals details on the length scale of 10-100 nm.
The best resolution that can be achieved is generally limited by the total photon count from a single emitter and by the density of the emitters labeling the structure [8] . In a special case the resolution of a localization microscopy image can even further be improved by effectively increasing the labeling density on the structure at hand. Namely, if one images many identical copies of a structure or macro molecular complex, termed particle in the following, one can combine all imaged versions of these particles into one reconstruction.
Resolution improvement by 3D particle averaging in localization microscopy
If these different imaged versions are properly aligned and added together (registered) this results in one single reconstruction that contains many more localizations than a single particle. Therefore this reconstruction has a much higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than each individual image and thus a higher resolution.
The general idea to use averaging of identical particles to obtain higher resolution has been developed in the field of cryo electron microscopy (EM) single particle analysis (SPA) [9] [10] [11] . In this field typically very many ( >10 5 ) 2D projections of the electron potential of a macro molecular complex are imaged and combined. The complicated task there is first finding the 3D orientation from the 2D projections and then registering the particles before averaging.
Recently we have demonstrated the power of averaging of hundredths of super-resolution localization microscopy images of the same particle [12] . By imaging many copies of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) of Xenopus laevis oocyte and averaging 160 000 localizations of different and even incomplete labelled pores we could show the eight-fold symmetry of proteins around the NPC with unsurpassed SNR. Later this idea has been applied to unravel structural detail of the NPC in 2D [13, 14] and of HIV in 3D [15] . In principle this can be applied to a wider class of problems e.g. the Bruchpilot structure in Drosophila [16] or for DNA origami structures [17] .
Apart from the common idea of averaging identical particles for increasing the SNR the cryo EM and localization microscopy imaging modalities are very different. In cryo EM structures are not stained or labelled but the electron-specimen scattering property (interaction potential) is imaged [18] . This results in a continuous intensity distribution on the (pixelated) detector. In localization microscopy not the structure itself but fluorescent labels are imaged. The labeling procedure itself is not 100% efficient, resulting in unoccupied potential binding sites for fluorophores. Furthermore, the detection process of single fluorescent emitters is hampered by noise and therefore some emitters will not be detected (false negatives) and dirt or background will be falsely detected as emitters (false positives). The actual distance between the labeling site and the position of the fluorophore can be up to several nanometers in a random direction, leading to a labeling 'blurring' of the structure [19] .Another important difference is that typically each fluorescent molecule is not only imaged once (single activation event) but several times (ranging from 2-3 to more than 20) due to repeated activations [8, 20, 21] . This is the case even if spatially nearby localizations in consecutive time frames are combined. These numbers, however, are averages of distributions which depend on the photo-physics of the imaging and thus different fluorescent molecules result in a different number of actual localizations. Thus the relation between the fluorescent emitter density and the number of localizations is not given for a specific binding site and particle registration must take into account this complication. A final difference is that in effect a localization microscopy image is a collection of coordinate estimates with corresponding localization uncertainties. These coordinates do not naturally form a continuous image as in EM. In addition the localization uncertainties are anisotropic as typically the axial estimate is 3-4 times worse than the lateral [22] . The worse axial localization precision can in principle be compensated by averaging many particles of different orientations, even opening up the possibility for isotropic resolution improvement.
The above four major differences in image acquisition and contrast generation from cryo EM SPA and localization microscopy boils down to the fact that localizations cannot be interpreted as a continuous distribution (for EM the interaction potential). As a consequence the simple application of the registration techniques developed in SPA are far from optimal. These techniques rely mostly on cross-correlating continuous images. One could as a first step generate a localization image by representing each localization with a Gaussian blob with a width proportional to the estimated localization precision in the respective axial and lateral dimensions [2, 23] . Then the cross-correlation techniques could be applied, however, this approach would neglect the above considerations on the imaging formation. Already in [12] we therefore registered point sets from each particle onto a template of the nuclear pore complex (NPC). From EM studies it was known that the stained proteins on the NPC are distributed over a ring with an eight-fold symmetry. Therefore, the template consisted out of eight binding sites equally distributed over a circle of unknown diameter. The particles were then registered by optimizing the sum of the distances from the measured localizations to the closest model point. This procedure resulted in a shift (x, y) and rotation (0 ⩽ ϑ ⩽ π/4) estimate for each particle with respect to the model. The strong prior knowledge about the structure from EM allowed a better registration, i.e. a higher SNR from the same number of particles compared to the case without a model.
The effect of using a template and the danger of generating a structure that is biased towards this template has been studied in the SPA community [24, 25] . Here a template is obtained by low-pass filtering of either a known structure from x-ray crystallography or a template obtained from the data itself. In either case, the low-pass filtering is essential to avoid a template bias. This approach, however, is not directly transferable to a model system of a point set. For this modality a template for registration could also be obtained from the data if the following is properly taken into account: the selected template must have complete labeling of the structure of interest, the template must be low-pass filtered and then points must be drawn from the resulting image which is interpreted as a probability density distribution.
In the following we detail an approach suitable to register localization microscopy data onto a template. We start with a qualitative analysis of the performance of the registration on simulation data and then show results of 3D experimental data. We imaged Alexa 647 immuolabeled to the Nup133 protein in the NPC of Hela cells in a dual focus 3D localization microscopy setup. There is some indication that this protein could be expressed in the NPC on both sides of the nuclear envelope [26, 27] . The separation between these two sides should be on the order 50-100 nm, which should in principle be resolvable with our super-resolution setup.
Methods

3D registration of identical structures/particles
As mentioned before classical cross-correlation based strategies developed in EM single particle analysis bear problems to register 3D localization microscopy data. Therefore we devised the following approach. We start by identifying potential structures or particles that we want to register from a reconstructed 3D localization image. Identification of potential regions of interest containing single particles is typically done by crosscorrelation with a (low-resolution) template or direct intensity based thresholding and segmentation depending on the signal-to-noise ratio of the data. All particles N P are then registered to one template particle specified by localizations ∈ → x IR t 3 by maximizing the following merit expression per imaged particle specified by ∈ → x IR m 3 with respect to the to-be-determined 3D rotation and shift transformation M:
The 3D transformation M has three translation parameters = → s s s s ( , , )
x y z T and two rotation parameters ϑ, φ. The transformation is given by
with R a 3D rotation matrix. The subscript t refers to the template and m to the particle. There are n t and n m localizations in the template and in the particle to register. For the template we only use one localization per modeled binding site. The geometry of the template is specified by n t localizations at coordinates → x s i , and the particle by n m localizations at coordinates → x m j , respectively. The 3 × 3 covariance matrices Σ reflect the localization uncertainties σ in the different directions for the template and particle as Σ σ σ σ = ( ) diag , ,
x y z 2 2 2 . For the template we choose a high (isotropic) covariance matrix compared to the measured localizations in order to avoid bias towards the template shape. We incorporate the experimental constraints of the direction dependent localization uncertainty in the merit function by inclusion of the covariance matrix. Here the uncertainties for the particles are computed by the localization algorithm from the Fisher information matrix [28, 29] . The axial localization uncertainty is typically a factor 3-4 worse than the lateral [22] . Only for interferometric setups an isotropic uncertainty can be obtained [30] .
For the actual implementation of the maximization a normalized quaternion representation [31] of the rotation is used to avoid discontinuous derivatives in Euler angle representation as is typically done in robotics. For maximization of equation (1) the functionfmincon from Matlab (The Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA) is used in combination with the constraint of a normalized quaternion. The double sum of equation (1) is coded in C for speed. Finally before the merit function D is calculated the covariance matrix is checked for zeros to avoid singularity. If the covariance matrix contains singularities, it is regularized by adding a small positive constant before inversion.
The expression in equation (1) is a simplified form of the Bhattacharyya distance [32] . This distance measure is used in the field of statistical pattern recognition to measure the similarity of normally distributed multivariant point sets specified by a mean and standard deviation [33, 34] . It is suited to deal with different numbers of localizations per binding site and explicitly takes into account the anisotropic localization uncertainty common to most 3D imaging techniques. The exponential term in the distance measure makes sure that registration of particles with different number of labelled sites does not result in an intermediate optimum. With that we mean the following. Imaging you try to match particles with five underlying labeling sites, but one time four are occupied while the other time five. Now a classical EM matching would register the four site particle in such a way that minimizes the sum distance to all five sites, but would not overlay four sites correctly on top of each other and leave one site empty. There are many different distance measures such as the Kullback-Leibler or JensenShannon distance [32] . We choose the Bhattacharyya after evaluating a few from [32] that we expected to be able to deal with the problem of anisotropic localization uncertainty (via the covariance matrix) and with missing labels by strongly penalizing long distance matches (via an exponential term).
Simulation setup.
We want to assess how well we can register particles depending on various experimental parameters. To this end we simulated a very simplified 3D particle consisting of a cube with binding sites at the eight corners of the cube. The quality of the registration and therefore the quality and resolution of the final reconstructed particle is influenced by the number of localizations per binding site, the axial and lateral localization uncertainty, the number of binding sites that are not labelled and of course the structure itself. We tested initially an edge length of 100 nm. We ran the same set of simulations for an icosahedron with binding sites on the vertices, i.e. a polyhedron with 20 equal triangular faces, 30 edges (edge length 100 nm) and 12 vertices. Unless otherwise stated we used the following parameters for the simulations: on average 80 localizations per binding site, a lateral localization uncertainty σ xy = 10 nm and an axial localization uncertainty σ z = 40 nm and 1000 registered particles. Please note that under binding site we here understand a site that is smaller than about σ x σ y σ z in volume. It can thus contain a multitude of fluorophores, e.g. via secondary antibody labeling.
In figure 1 we outline the simulation procedure. A cube with eight binding sites at the corners (of which some may be unoccupied) is randomly rotated in 3D with random Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles [35] producing uniform sampling of particle orientations. Then simulated localization are added which are drawn from a normal distribution with corresponding localization uncertainty. These localizations are registered by optimizing the merit function of equation (1).
3D imaging of Nup133 in the nuclear pore complex
Localization imaging of the Nup133 protein was performed as follows. A dual focal plane setup is used to obtain 3D localizations as described previously [29] . An Olympus IX71 (Olympus America Inc.) base was used for illuminating the sample with a 637 nm laser (laser diode, HL63133DG, Thorlabs and home built collimation optics). The filter setup uses a bandpass emission filter and beamsplitter cube (FF01-692/40-25, Semrock). The sample is imaged onto an EMCCD camera (iXon 897 andor Technologies PLC.) with a physical pixel size of 16 µm. The back projected pixel size was 106.7 nm using a 150x objective lens (UAPON 150XOTIRF, Olympus America Inc.) with NA = 1.45. Frame exposure time was 10 ms. Only top views of the NPC were imaged. There were relatively little side views and we did not image them.
Hela cells were plated in 8 well chambers (Nunc). Cells were prepared as described in [13] . First, cells were fixed with a 2.4% PFA rinse followed by 0.4% Triton for 3 min. and then 2.4% PFA for 30 min. After two washes with 10 mM Tris buffer, the cells were incubated with ImageiT FX Signal Enhancer (LifeTechnologies) for 30 min followed by 0.5% Fish Skin Gelatin for 30 min to block nonspecific binding. Primary antibodies against Nup133 (Santa Cruz) were added at 10 µg mL −1 for 60 min, cells were washed and then incubated with 10 µg mL −1 Alexa647 labeled secondary antibody for 60 min. Finally, the cells were post-fixed with 4% PFA for 10 min and washed with 10 mM Tris. All labeling steps were performed at room temperature. Just before imaging, cells were exchanged into imaging buffer consisting of 50 mM Tris, 10 mN NaCl, 10% glucose, 16 mM MEA, 14040 units catalase (C9322-1G, Sigma Aldrich) and 1688 units glucose oxidase (G2133-50 KU, Sigma Aldrich).
Particle averaging on the 3D data is performed as follows: (1) Regions of interest containing the NPCs are identified by template matching a 3D reconstruction of the super-resolution data with a spherical shell (38 nm < radius <88 nm). (2) The orientation of the NPCs with respect to the optical axis is estimated from the shape of the nuclear envelope. The point set of each NPC is reoriented such that it is perpendicular to the optical axis. (3) All point clouds are then registered to a template. The template is a coarse synthetic representation of the NPC. In the merit function an eight-fold symmetry is imposed as seems valid by prior knowledge [13, 27] . In total 8796 NPCs were selected from 22 acquired datasets, with a total of ∼3.5 · 10 6 localizations.
Results
Simulation results
In figure 2 we show the result of averages of 10 3 cube and icosahedron particles with eight and twelve binding sites, respectively. The final registered particle shows isotropic resolution although the the input particles did have a four times worse axial localization uncertainty. The lateral width of final reconstruction seems slightly above the initial lateral localization uncertainty of σ xy = 10 nm. In figure 3 we show the influence of the localization precision σ xy on the registration process. For the icosahedron test particle we altered the lateral localization uncertainty from 5% to 35% of the distance between binding sites (along a vertex). Here this characteristic length was d char = 100 nm. We observe that the quality of the registration deteriorate fast as a function of σ xy /d char . For ratios larger than ∼0.2-0.3 the registered particle does not resemble the initial particles and can be termed as not successful. Please note that in the case σ xy = d char /4 the axial localization precision is already equal to the characteristic distance in our simulation setup.
We also investigated if additional background localizations deteriorate the registration process (data not shown). As long as the number of background localizations stays about below half the number of foreground localizations registration is still possible, albeit with some larger error. Additionally we decreased the labeling on the cube and icosahedron simulation particles and studied the effect on the registration (data not shown). As expected the quality of the registered average decreases but registration is still feasible for about half the site unoccupied. Incomplete labeling can potentially even be beneficial for registration if the localization uncertainty is on the order of the characteristic length between binding sites. The reduced effective density then decreases thus ambiguity in the registration.
Nuclear pore complex imaging
In figure 4 we show a 3D dual focus localization image of some NPCs on the nuclear envelope. The height information is false color coded in the figure. The actual localization precision for these experiments is displayed in figure 5 . The mean lateral localization uncertainty is 7.8 nm and the axial 32 nm, approximately 4 times larger. The results (of the part) of the registration pipeline are depicted in figure 6 . In figure 7 we diplay the averaging results. The Nup133 protein is not resolved on both sides of the nuclear envelope. In order to correctly assess the radius of the average NPC, the distribution distances between the localization and the structure center is plotted in figure 8 . The peak of this rotational average can be estimated very precisely because of the very large number of localizations, however, the peak position has to be corrected [36] . The correction is 0.5s 2 /R 2 , where s is the (fitted) standard deviation of the distribution and R the peak position. Using this correction we find a radius of 50.12 ± 0.19 nm (95% confidence interval). This value is consistent with the 50.1 ± 0.2 nm reported by [13] . Please note that we used a different labeling strategy. The orientation of all used NPC was roughly the same as all came from bottom views of the nuclear membrane. If we would have had NPCs with all possible orientation we would also have expected a more isotropic resolution in figure 6.
Discussion and outlook
From the preliminary evaluation of the simulations we concluded that the localization precision must be smaller than the characteristic length between binding sites in order to allow successful registration.
In our earlier work [8] we found that the localization precision must obey σ < d char /4 in order to still have a realistic labeling density. This factor of 1/4 for generic structures was derived without any prior knowledge of the structure and stemmed purely from resolution considerations. Prior knowledge can help to restrict the registration and lower this bound, but probably not significantly. Earlier we investigated the resolution of a periodic line-structure with a cosine like intensity distribution and a period d char . To resolve this structure we computed the required labeling density ρ for a given localization precision σ (compare [8, And we concluded that the minimum resolution is of the order of the localization uncertainty. Please note that averaging of particles only increases the density linearly while the required density rises exponentially to resolve structure in the case d char < σ. This consideration shows how important the localization precision is for the registration process and that imaging more particles does not have the same benefit as in cryo EM SPA necessarily [37, 38] . A detailed study on the influence of the different parameters governing the quality of the registration has to be performed but is time consuming as many parameters need to be varied and evaluated. To achieve these desired labeling and then localization densities in practice is another issue. If the labeling densities and the switching kinetics are not matched properly, the emitters in the on-state will not be isolated anymore on average and the localization algorithm might reject them or will give false positions estimates [39] [40] [41] .
3D super-resolution imaging of the Nup133 protein in Hela cells did not show a double layer as suspected Figure 8 . Rotational projection of the distribution of registered localization. Estimated radius of the average NPC is 50.12 ± 0.19 nm. A slight bias of the peak position from the rotational average of the distribution is corrected for [36] . Figure 9 . Illustration of a pyramid registration scheme. Pairs of particles are registered to each other and combined to form the next layer of the pyramid. The process is repeated until one particle remains which is the final average. This procedure scales quadratically with the number of particles.
[27]. We are, however, not sure if this can be attributed to the fact that there are really not two layers or that the fluorescent staining was not successful on both sides of the nuclear envelope. The optical sectioning capability in our experiments would have been sufficient for resolving them. Template based matching always has the potential problem of introducing a template bias. There are a number of template free alignment procedures. The most suitable for the tasks here seem pyramid and concurrent registration [10] . In the former particles are pairwise registered to each other in a pyramid or tree like structure, see figure 9 for an illustration of the procedure. The number of required registration steps scales quadratically with the number of particles and is therefore very slow for realistic number of particles (>10 3 ). Another method is concurrent registration where all particles are registered to all particles simultaneously. This can be achieved by extending equation (1) by a summation over all particle pairs 
,
where N is the total number of particles and the superscripts l and k indicate different particles. The summation over the number of points per particle i, j is here omitted for clarity. Clearly this approach is even more demanding on the computation power than the pyramid approach and we therefore foresee that template based registration will be used mostly for practical reasons. Assessing the resolution improvement by averaging is in cryo EM SPA typically done by evaluating the Fourier Shell Correlation (FSC) for different number of particles in the average. In general our recently introduced image resolution measure for optical nanoscopy based on the Fourier Ring correlation [8] is also suitable to do this. Care must be taken, however, not to overestimate the resolution [42] . The registration process has to be applied to half the particles twice with different templates independently. Only so one assures that the data is truly independent and not spurious correlations are introduced which overestimate the resolution via a correlation measure [42] . If the particles consist not out of a more-or-less continuous structure with a large number of potential labeling sites, but are defined by a limited number of molecules as is the case for the NPC, other resolution measures might be more suitable [43] .
Another exciting topic that emerged in the last years in the cryo EM field is called subtomogram averaging [44, 45] . The main point here is that not only identical purified particles can be imaged at high resolution as in SPA but particles in a cellular context that only need to be partly similar. In a 3D reconstruction only similar subparts of particles are identified and these parts are averaged. All subparts are then combined into one overall high resolution average. We anticipate that this concept can also be applied to localization microscopy in the future. In cryo EM SPA and subtomogram averaging some efforts have been made to address the two important practical questions: (i) how many particles do I need to obtain a certain resolution and (ii) what are the resolution limiting factors [25, 37, 38] . To transfer these results after adopting of the appropriated methodology will be a viable but substantial task of future research.
